Writing Meaningful Outcomes/Impact Statements

- What the NIFA National Program Leaders say
- How to better distinguish between outputs and outcomes
- Making sure your outcomes tell a story of success
National Program Leaders need to see outcomes that...

- state up-front the issue that was addressed by either (or both) the research and extension activities.
  - show progression from the issue to what was done in relation to that issue and what the results were.
- are the result of measurable indicators.
- mention how they “know” whether the indicators produced measurable results
  - i.e. what evaluation methodologies were used to generate data for the measures?
- distinguish correctly between outputs and “accomplishments” (in this case an accomplishment IS an outcome result).
Distinguishing Between Outputs & Outcomes

- Think of an output as a *measurable “product”* that results from a certain activity, whereas an outcome is *change* in something.

- An output is usually tangible – you can see the “product.”
  - Examples: websites, publications, patents, trainees

- Remember, producing outputs *leads* to outcomes.
  - You can train people to be able to educate children on healthy eating, but just having trained them (the output) doesn’t necessarily result in children practicing healthy eating (the outcome).
Examples of Outputs

Notice how each output in the list on the right is indicated by “number of” instead of a measurable change in something.

Think about how you can “see” the products of those output statements (tangible numbers of things).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Planned Program.</th>
<th>Youth Development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>V.(H) State Defined Outputs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of volunteers completing one training per year.</td>
<td>Edit Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of children and youth who participate in 4-H Afterschool.</td>
<td>Edit Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of local 4-H partnerships initiated or strengthened.</td>
<td>Edit Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of new clubs developed using innovative and emerging 4-H club models.</td>
<td>Edit Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of 4-H livestock exhibitors certified in Food Safety and Quality Assurance (FSQA).</td>
<td>Edit Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of 4-H’ers enrolled in Foods, Nutrition, Physical Health, and Fitness project areas.</td>
<td>Edit Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of 4-H’ers enrolled in Science, Engineering, and Technology (SET) project areas.</td>
<td>Edit Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of 4-H’ers enrolled in Citizenship, Communication, and Leadership project areas.</td>
<td>Edit Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pre-service teachers and educators trained in Connecting Learning &amp; Living Curricula on connecting youth with MyPyramid concepts and understanding the origins of food.</td>
<td>Edit Delete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of youth reached by educators trained in Connecting Learning &amp; Living Curricula (agriculture, environmental, food, and nutrition emphasis).</td>
<td>Edit Delete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What makes an outcome an outcome?

- Outcomes are “stories” that demonstrate a change in something.
- NIFA needs you to tell your story in 6-10 lines.
- This is done by making sure your “story” hits three main points:
  1. Issues
  2. What was/has been done
  3. Results
How to Define/Demonstrate Change

- There are three types of “change” that NIFA uses to classify outcomes:
  - Change in Knowledge: Occurs when a participant (scientist, trainee, citizen, etc.) learns or becomes aware.
  - Change in Action: Occurs when there is a change in behavior or the participants act upon what they have learned (adoption of techniques and methods or a change in practice).
  - Change in Condition: Occurs when a societal condition is changed due to a participant's action.
Example

The screenshot below shows a particular software program used by NIFA to collect data on each of the three areas that compose an good outcome story: issue, what has been done, and results. Regardless of whether software is used or you are writing from scratch on a word document, these three areas should always be addressed, with the “change” being described in the “results” section.
Telling your outcome story (cont.)

• Make sure your “story” flows by connecting these three “areas.”

• In the “what has been done section,” you should make sure to mention what methodologies were used to collect/measure data.

• The results of the measured data that show a change in knowledge, action, or condition should be part of the “results” section.
Example: Measurable Indicators for Collecting Data to Show Change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of the Planned Program.</th>
<th>Youth Development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>V.1) State Defined Outcomes</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of pre-service teachers and educators who participate in CLL training will self-report a 1 to 3-point increase in confidence/knowledge in teaching MyPyramid concepts and the origins of food.</td>
<td>Edit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As reported by educators, percentage of youth participating in CLL lessons who increased their knowledge of the MyPyramid and making healthy food choices.</td>
<td>Edit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As reported by educators, percentage of youth participating in CLL lessons who made healthy food choices; tried new foods; and made healthier food choices during snacks, lunch, and class parties.</td>
<td>Edit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As reported by educators, percentage of youth participating in CLL lessons who increased their knowledge regarding growing food from plants.</td>
<td>Edit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As reported by educators, percentage of youth gardeners participating in CLL lessons who improve their vegetable consumption.</td>
<td>Edit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of 4-H?ers in grades 6 ? 12 taking the FSQA certification test who self-report improved techniques and practices in livestock record keeping, medications, food product safety, and ethics.</td>
<td>Edit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The four outcome measures/indicators in the blue box are all associated with the same activity; the results of this activity (i.e. the data from the indicators) should be combined in a few sentences to show the public value of the funding of that activity. This is done by taking the four percentages measured in the indicators and stating them as indicators for which data were collected in the “what has been done” section of the outcome story. The “results” section should then make a broad statement – 1-2 sentences – that combines the four data points (i.e. “Our data show that the youth who participated in CLL Lessons gained considerable increases in their knowledge of healthy food choices. The data also show that this knowledge lead to those youth reporting major increases in making healthy food choices and participating in other activities that contribute to healthy lifestyles.”).
“Results” should show public value

What do we mean by public value?

• **Ask yourself:** Why is the program important to constituents?

• Example: One outcome measure in this year’s AR was the “Percentage of youth increasing knowledge and skills in youth entrepreneurship.”
  
  – In the qualitative description, the state described one teen venture earning $138.00 selling a product to restaurants.
  
  – This is great, but may not be significant.

• To illustrate significance, here is a revised example:
  
  – As a result of the Youth Entrepreneurship Program and teens becoming contributing young adults to society, X teens in the Superior Court Juvenile Program were prevented from incarceration, which saved X dollars in annual cost in the juvenile system.

  – *This demonstrates public value and highlights for decision makers why funding this initiative is important.*
When writing outcomes or reporting “impact statements” for any project or program, ask yourself:

• Have I listed at least one or two quantitative outcome measures and are they actually measurable? If they are, do we have the evaluation tools in place to perform the measurement?

• Do the qualitative descriptions in the three areas (issues, done, results) demonstrate impact/public value?
  – Do they describe a clear progression of what the issue was, what was done, and what the results were?
  – **Is there at least ONE sentence that a reader can hone in on and say “THAT is why this funding is important” (in the “results” box)?**

• Overall, does the “story” itself effectively combine quantitative measures with qualitative description?
  – An impact statement should not just be a listing of data, survey results, outputs, etc.
When writing a qualitative description:

- Be direct and to the point - NIFA encourages brevity!
- Don’t make language overly formal or scientific to the point of being obscure.
  - Remember that we use your outcome statements for many purposes and that they reach many types of audiences, many of whom do NOT have scientific backgrounds!
- Write your outcome story as if it will need to grab people’s attention on the front page of a newspaper; make it clear that THIS story has an IMPACT on people/the community/the state.
How to form the best qualitative description:

- Make sure you are describing a clear progression between the three parts of an outcome statement/paragraph:
  
  1. What was/is the issue problem in your state/region/community, etc.? Or, if there is not a problem per se, what is the overall topic of the research/extension activities, and why does it matter to the given community?
  
  2. What was done to address that issue or in relation to the topic of #1?
  
  3. What changes in knowledge, action(s), or condition(s) occurred as a result of #2 and how does this help the larger community?

- Remember to include specific numbers that capture the positive changes.
  
  - We love to see figures for percentage increases, dollars saved, dollars earned, value increases, etc.
Good progression makes for a stronger story/impact.

1. General Topic

2. Specific Action Taken to address the general topic

3. Results of the action are reported in specific quantitative terms and at least one specific qualitative sentence ("This research will have lasting effects on…") in order to show the public value.
Example of Lack of Progression/Impact

In one qualitative statement, it was stated:

1. Helping youth become involved in their communities increases perception of self-worth and leads to healthier choices.

2. High school students were taught a class on invasive species and then volunteered to remove invasive species from public parklands.

3. 32 acres of parkland were cleared of invasive species.
A NIFA National Program Leader Commented:

- Although it is commendable that invasive species were removed from 32 acres of parkland, what issue does that address, and what benefit does that have for the parklands and environment?

- There is no connection between the issue, activity, and results. Will the people trained continue to use the information to change something in particular? Is invasive species a problem (economic in nature) in the current area?

- If the impact of this work on the environment could be reported, this would be a solid outcome statement.”
Example of Good Progression/Impact

**Issue:**
During the past five years, Colorado wheat farmers have planted an average of 20% of their fields to newly released and improved wheat varieties. This is a faster adoption rate of improved wheat varieties than for growers from comparable states.

**What has been done:**
The Colorado State University (CSU) Extension Wheat Improvement Work Team provided 18% of the total investment in developing and promoting CSU wheat varieties.

**Results:**
Plantings of improved wheat varieties increased Colorado farmers' farm gate income by $12,840,000 in 2012. Extension's share (18%) of this impact for the Colorado wheat industry is $2,311,000, or about $13.70 returned for each $1.00 invested.
Summary on Writing Better Outcomes

• Make sure your outcomes are results that are measured by data that show change(s) in knowledge, action, and/or condition.
  
  – Remember that outputs are “products” but not necessarily changes.

• Combine multiple measures to create one strong qualitative statement.

• Qualitative statements should be concise and show progression from the issue, to what was done, to what the results were.

• At least ONE SENTENCE in a good qualitative statement should highlight the **public value** of the activity supported by the funding.